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Abstract: 
The following classes of equational theories, which are important in unification theory, are presented: permutative, 

finite, Noetherian, simple, almost collapse free, collapse free, regular, and ~-free theories. The relationships between 

the particular theories are shown and the connection between these classes and the unification hierarchy is pointed out. 

We give an equational theory that always has a minimal set of tmifiers for single equations, but there exists a system of 

two equations which has no minimal set of unifiers. This example suggests that the definition of the unification type of 

an equational theory has to be changed. Furthermore we study the conditions, under which minimal sets of unifiers 

always exist. 

Decidability results about the membership of equational theories to the classes above are presented. It is proved that 

Noetherianness, simplicity, almost collapse freeness and f2-freeness are undecidable. We show that it is not possible 

to decide where a given equational theory resides in the unification hierarchy and where in the matching hierarchy. 

1. Introduction 

Unification theory is concerned with problems of the following kind: given two terms built from function symbols, 

constants and variables, do there exist terms that can be substituted for the variables such that the two terms thus 

obtained become equal? Robinson [Ro 65] was the first who gave an algorithm to find such a substitution with the 

additional property that this retm'ned 'unifier' is most general (or is an mgu for short), i.e. all other substitutions 

'unifying' the two terms can be computed from that substitution. From an algebraic point of view unification is 

solving equations and an mgu generates the whole set of solutions. 

Equational unification extends the Robinson unification problem to solving equations in equationally defined theories. 

But then there may not exist a single mgu. Depending on the equational theory there are finite or infinite sets of mgu's 

and in some cases the set of mgu's does not even exist. The equational theories can therefore be classified into unitary, 

finitary and infinitary tmlfying theories and the class of nullary unifying theories. This classification is known as the 

unification hierarchy [Si 84, Si 86]. Sometimes one is not interested in full but only in one-sided unification. This 

operation is called matching and there is ha analogous matching hierarchy. 

Solving single equations is a special case of solving systems of equations. If there is at least one binary free function 

symbol, both problems are equivalent in the sense that one can always construct a single equation with exactly the 

same solution behaviour as the equation system that has to be solved. However, as an example shows, the set of 

mgu's may always exist for single equations, while this need not be the case, if we consider equation systems. 

Investigations in unification theory lead to a number of classes of equational theories that are not defined in terms of 

unification theory. These classes are often introduced to generalize results about special equational theories to a whole 

family of equational theories. For example regularity - equal terms have the same variables - and collapse fi'eeness of 

an equational theory - non-variables are not equal (don't 'collapse') to variables - play a prominent role in the study of 

combining unification algorithms [He 86, Ki 85, Ti 86, Ye 85]. Certain collapsing terms do not disturb the 

unification behaviour; equational theories that have only collapsing terms of that kind, if any, are called almost collapse 

free [Bii 86]. The notion of collapse freeness can be generalized to theories without an), subterm collapsing equations, 
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i.e. theories where no term is equal to any proper subterm of its [He 86]. We call those theories simple since they 

admit the simple occurs-check as in the Robinson case. Theories that behave similar to the empty theory in that the 

converse of the congruence condition holds, are called ~-free: equal terms starting with the same function symbol 

have equal immediate subterms [Sz 82]. Equational theories with finite equivalence classes have the important 

property that the set of most general unifiers always exists. The class of finite theories is a subclass of the Noetherian 

equational theories, where the subsumption relation is a well-founded (or Noetherian) quasi-ordering. Important 

examples for finite theories are the permutative theories where equal terms have the same symbols. 

In the literature the terminology for the classes listed above is confusing, so sometimes theories with the same symbols 

on both sides are called permutative [La 77] and sometimes the superclass with finite equivalence classes is called 

permutative [Sz 82, Ki 85]. Collapse free theories are called confined in [Ye 85] and theories with collapse equations 

are said to be 'potent'  (in French) [Ki 85]. Another problem is that some of the publications are not available for 

everybody, since there are only versions in German or in French. So one aim of this paper was to unify the definitions 

and terminology of the above classes and to collect the most important results about these theories known so far. On 

the other hand we investigated the relationships between these theories and we classify them in a hierarchy. We 

introduce a whole class of  examples of  equational theories, the monadic theories, which were useful in finding 

examples and counterexamples, especially when we studied how the above classes fit into the unification hierarchy. 

The monadic theories were also useful in solving decidability problems. We investigated the decidablity of the class 

problem for the above theories, i.e. the problem whether an equational theory belongs to a certain class or not. We 

show that except for the trivially decidable cases - regularity, collapse freeness and permutativity - all other class 

problems are undecidable. Finally we demonstrate that it is neither possible to decide where equational theories reside 

in the unification hierarchy nor where in the matching hierarchy. 

For space limitations we omitted all proofs. They are carried out in detail in a full version of this paper [BH 86]. 

However, for the most important proofs a sketch is given. 

2. Basic Definitions and Notations 

Unification theory rests upon the usual algebraic notions (see e.g. [Gr 79, BS 81]) with the familiar concept of an 

algebra as a pair (A, F) where A is the carrier and F is a family of operators given with their arities. 

For F and a denumerable set of variables ¥ ,  we define the set of first order terms T over F and V, as the least set 

with (i) V c T, (ii) if tt,...,t n ~ T and arity(f) = n then the string f(t 1 ... tn) ~ T. For unary function symbols f 

we use the abbreviation In(x) = f(In'l(x)) and f°(x) = x. Let V(s) be the set of variables occurring in a term s; a term s 

is ground if V(s) = O. Let #(X, s) denote the number of occurrences of a symbol X ~ F u V in a term s. 

The algebra with carrier T and with operators corresponding to the term constructors of I?, is the absolutely free (term) 

algebra. If the carrier is the set of ground terms, it is the initial algebra [GT 78] or Herbrand Universe [Lo 78]. 

A subsatution ff~ T --~ T is an endomorphism on the term algebra which is identical almost everywhere on 'V, and 

therefore can be represented as a finite set of  variable-term pairs cr = { x 1 <--- t 1 ..... x n ~-- t n}. The restriction cl v of 

a substitution ~ to a set of  variables V is defined as fflvx = fix if x ~ V and CrlvX = x else. ~; is the set of all 

substitutions and ~ denotes the identity. The application of a substitution e to a term t E T is written as ~ .  The 

composition of substitutions is defined as the usual composition of mappings (c°'c)t = c(xt) for t ~ T mad usually 

denoted by ox. 

Let DOM(o) = {x ~ V I ~x ~ x} denote the domain of if, COD(If) = {cx I x ~ DOM(ff)} the codomain of c, and 

VCOD(ff) = V(COD(cr)) the set of  variables introduced by i .  If VCOD(c) = O then ~ is a ground substitution. A 

substitution p is called a renaming substitution, iff COD(p) c V and px = py implies x = y for x, y ~ DOMp. 
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An equation is a pair of terms usaaiIy denoted by s = t. Given a set of equations E and a singIe equation s = t we 

write E ~ s = t to denote that s = t is true in every model of E (s = t is a consequence of E). An equational theory 

is a set of equations T with T ~ s = t, iff s = t is in T, i.e., T consists exactly of all its consequences. The least 

equational theory T(E) that contains a given set of equations E is just the finest congraence on the term algebra that 

contains all pairs a s  = at, for all equations s = t in E and all substitutions a (the substitution invariant congruence 

generated by E). We say s and t are E-equal, abbreviated by s =~ t, iff the terms s and t are in this congruence. E is a 

presentation of the congruence '=E' or an axiomatizafion of the equational theory T(E), and sometimes we speak - for 

short - of  the 'theory E' to denote the equational theory axiomatized by E. Obviously tl)e axiomatization for an 

equational theory is not unique. A theory that admits a finite axiomatization is called finitely generated, otherwise it 

is infinitely generated. An equational theory is consistent iff different variables are not equal in this theory, i.e., 

there are non-lfivial models. 

Birldloff gave rules for the derivation of an equation s = t from an axiomatization E (abbreviated by E ~-s = t) that are 

equivalent to the generation rules of the congruence '=e'- His well-known completeness theorem of equational logic 

[Bi 35] states the equivalence between the model theoretic and this proof theoretic notion: 

Theorem 2.! :  E ~= s = t i f f  E ~.- s = t ( iff S=E t ). 

A term rewriting system is a set of  directed equations or rules R = {I 1 --~ r l ..... l n ---> rn} with V(ri) ~ V(li). A 

rewriting step from a term t is an application of R to t in the following way: if there is a subterm s of t and a rule 1 --+ r 

and a substitution cr with s = ~1 then replace s in t by or. This defines a reduction relation on terms denoted by "-~R" 

We say a term t reduces to a term u, denoted by t -m+R u iff u can be reached from t by finitely many rewriting steps. 

A rewrite system is called canonical or complete, if it is both Noetherian (there are no infinite reduction sequences) and 

confluent (for two different reductions of a term t to terms p and q there is a term s that can be reached by reductions 

from both p and q). Every canonical term rewriting system R defines a unique normal form llsl[ R of a term s and yields 

a decision procedure for the corresponding E-equality: s =E t i f f  ttS[IR = Iltllp. (R has the Church-Rosser property). A 

terminating term rewriting system can sometimes be completed to a canonical system with the Knuth-Bendix 

completion procedure [KB 70]. Rewrite systems in the word monoid are also known as Semi-Thue systems. Our 

definitions arid notations are consistent with [Gr 79, HO 80, Ta 79, Bu 85]. 

E-equality is extended to substitutions by <~ =E't [W] iff a x  =E "cx for all x ~ W ( s  and "c are E-equal on W). 

A term t is more general than a term s (or s is an E-instance of t): 

S>_Et fff 3 ~  Z:  S=ETVt 

and two terms s,t are called E-equivalent s ~ t i f f  s >E t and t->E s. 

These notions are extended to substitutions by: 

~->E ~ [W] ~'f 3 ~ E  Z:  cr =E •'t [W]  (c~ is an E.instance of  ~ on W) 

a --E 1: [W] iff a >-E "C [W] and ~t >-E ~ [W] (~, "c are E-equivalent on W) 

We use >E for the strict E-instance relation. 

A finite system of equations F := {s i = ti: 1 -< i -< n)}together with a "~eory E is called an E-unification problem or an 

equation system and it is often denoted as < s i = ti: 1 _< i _< n )E" A substitution a is an E-unifier or a solution of F, 

iff as  i =g c~t i (1 .<_ i < n). The set of all E-unifiers of F is denoted as UE(F) = UE(s i = ti: 1 < i _< n). Without loss of 

generality the unifiers of F are idempotent (if not, one can always find equivalent unifiers that are idempotent), For a 

given E-unification problem F, it is not necessary to compute the whole set of unifiers UE(F) - which is always 

recursively entmaerable - ,  but instead smaller sets representing UE(F). Therefore we define a complete set o f  

E-unifiers o f  1", CUE(F), on W = V(F)  by: 

(i) cUE(F) G UE(F) (correctness) 

(ii) V ~ ~ UE(F)  3 o.~ cUz(F ) :  8 ->E o [W] (completeness) 
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A set o f  most general E-unifiers or minimal set o f  E-unifiers I.tUE(F ) is a complete set with 

(iii) V o,  x ~ gUE(F): ~ ->E X [W] implies o = "c (minimality). 

If the set I.tUE(F ) exists, it is unique up to the equivalence --=E [W] (see [Hu 76, FH 86]). Fages and Huet were the 

first who showed that )XUE(F ) need not exist in general. They gave a theory E and terms s,t such that there is no 

minimal set of E-unifiers for ( s = t )E [FH 86]. A more natural example is the theory AI (associativity and 

idempotence) of  free bands (idempotent semigroups). Baader and Schmidt-SchauB independently gave an 

M-unification problem that has no minimal set of M-unifiers [Ba 86, Sc 86a]. 

A possible reason for the non-existence of minimal sets of E-unifiers is that the corresponding quasi-ordering _>E[W] 

on U E is not well-founded. Obviously, if the quasi-ordering is well-founded (every stricdy decreasing chain in U E is 

finite), a minimal subset will always exist. More generally, if every decreasing chain of E-unifiers - also an infinite one 

- has a lower bound in UE, then U E has a minimal subset (apply ZORN's  Le'mma to the set of ---E[W]-equivalence 

classes of U E mad the partial ordering induced by _>R[W] on this set). However, this condition is not necessary for the 

existence of minimal sets of  E-unifiers: in Proposition 3.i0 we present a theory E, where every E-unification problem 

has a minimal set of  E-unifiers, but some E-unifier sets contain infmite decreasing chains without a lower bound in the 

set of E-unifiers. 

Usually the above definitions are carried out for unification problems that consist of only one equation, but we found 

an example presented in Theorem 3,9 that shows that this definition is not strong enough: there is a theory E where all 

single term equations have minimal sets of E-unifiers, but for some equation systems minimal E-unifier sets do not 

exist. For that reason we define the following unification hierarchy for systems of equations. A theory E is 

- unitary uni fying 

- f in i tary  uni fy ing 

- in f ini tary  un i f y ing  

- nullary uni fy ing 

iff gUE(1-') exists and IIxUE(F)I ~ 1 for all F (E ~ q-/l) 

iff I.tUE(I") exists and I~tUE(F)I < ~ for all F (E ~ 'U~o ) 

iff gUE(F ) exists for all F and I~UE(F)I -- oo for some F (E ~ U )  

iff gUE(F ) does not exist for some F (E ~ U0). 

We use U as an abbreviation for U 1 u '/t o w 'Uoo. 

The proof of a result of Book and Siekmarm [BS 84] implies (without any restrictions to the signature) that finitary 

theories are always unbounded: Given a fmitary theory E, then for every n _> 1 there exists an equation system F with 

I~tUE(F)I > n. 

If we are only interested in substituting into the variables of one side (one-sided unification), we call such a problem 

an E-match ing  problem and write ( s  i>> ti: 1 -< i -< n )E for the problem to find a substitution ~ with 

DOM(6) c VkV(sl,...sn) such that s i =E cti (1 -< i -< n). We say (tt,...,tn) is E-matchable to (sv...,sn) and ca11 cr an 

E-marcher o f  (t 1 ..... tn) to (s I ..... sn). The set of  all E-marchers of  (t 1 ..... tn) to (s t ..... sn) is denoted by 

ME(S i >> ti: I < i _< n). Note that there is a difference between the matching relation and the instance relation since 

f(x) >-O x but Mo(f(x ) >> x) = O because V(x)\V(f(x)) = O. Again we are interested in finding generating sets or a 

basis of  matchers. In the same way as for unification we compare marchers by ->E [V((sl, ti): 1 _< i _< n] and define 

complete and minimal  set o f  E-matchers o f  (t I ..... tn) to (s 1 ..... Sn) denoted by CME(S i >> ti: 1 _< i 5 n) 

and l.tME(S i >> ti: 1 _< i _< n). Agaha minimal sets of matchers may not exist [FH 86]. Analogous to the unification 

hierarchy we can classify equational theories in unitary matching (E e M1), f ini tary matching (E E ecfo~), 

in f in i tary  m a t c h i n g  (E e M )  and nullary matching (E E 9,(0) theories. The class M 1 w M~o w ~/'oo is 

abreviated by 

If we denote the set of substitutions cr with DOM(~) ~ V\V(sl,...,sn) by ~)VW(sl,...,sn), the set of  all matchers is a 

left ideal in the monoid ~lvW(sl,...,sn)' i.e. ME(S i >> ti: 1 <_ i _< n) = ~lVW(sl,...,sn) ° ME(Si >> ti: I < i < n). An 

equivalent, and from a theoretical point of view more elegant definition of generating sets and bases of E-marchers can 
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be achieved, if we define the instance relation only in this monoid ~tv..V(sl.,,,sn): 

a ->*E "c [W*] iff 3 ~ ~ F4W,~,,(s l,,..,sn) with ~ =E kX, where W* = V(t 1,...,tn)\v(s t,...,sn). 

Then completeness and minimality are defined with respect to the quasi-ordering >__*g [W*]. This results in the same as 

considering the variables of  the instance terms s 1 ..... s n as constants and performing E-unification. 

Our  definition is also equivalent to that of  'demi-unif icat ion '  in [Hu 76] and to the matching definition in [Sz 82] 

(Szab6's restriction of  admitting only idempotent marchers is not necessary, since it always can be satisfied). 

rn the literature there are more general definitions of  matching,  but  they do not  allow adequate definitions of 

minimal/complete  sets of  matchers  to be representative. For example in the definition of completeness one may 

compare  matchers  only  on W = V ( t  1 ..... t n ) \V(s  1 ..... s , )  ins tead of W =  V ( ( s  i, ti): 1 <_ i_< n) but then 

CME(S i ~> ti: 1 - i <-- n) is not a generating set of  the set of all matchers ME(S i >> ti: 1 _< i _< n): Consider the theory 

E := {f(f(f(x))) = f(f(x))} and the matching  problem ( f ( f (y) )  >> fix) >E then there are two interesting matchers 

cr = {x <-- f ly)} and "¢ = {x 6-  f(f(y))} but  both  the ma tche r  "c and the n o n - m a t c h i n g  subs t i tu t ion  

t:' = { x 6 -  f(f(a))} are E-instances of  ~ on V(t)kV(s) = { x }: "c -----E e~ [ { x} ] and "~' >E ¢ [ {x } ]. 

As  ment ionned above there is a difference between the matching relation and the instance relation. However,  this 

restriction is not severe since in all practical applications of matching we have the additional hypothesis that the two 

terms are variable disjoint and in that case the two definitions are equivalent. On  the other hand solving the 'instance 

relation problem'  can be reduced to solving the matching problem, where all variables of  the instance terms are 

renamed with new variables: 

{or ~ Z: s i =E ~ i ,  1 < i <_ n} = {gp: ~t z ME(S i >> pti: 1 -< i -< n)}, 

where  P is the r enaming  subst i tut ion (x 6-  Vx: x ~ V(s  1 ..... sn)} with pairwise different  new var iab les  

v x ~ V \ V ( s i ,  ti: 1 -< i -< n) .  

Another way to overcome the difference between matching and instance relation would be to drop the restriction that 

matchers  are in ~;}wv(~l,...,sn) and to use  the match ing  definitions given in [FH 86]. But there we encounter 

analogous difficulties: If  we compare the substitutions on W = V((s i, ti): 1 _< i <_. n) then Ix = {x 4-- fly)} is not the 

only mos t  general marcher of  ( x >> f(y) )~ since g '  = (x ~ f(y), y 6-  z} is a matcher  but/ . t  :~Og' [{x, y)].  On 

the other hand,  if we compare on V(t{,...,tn)kV(sl,.,.,sa) then a complete set cME(s i >> ti: 1 <_ i <__ n) does not generate 

the set of  all matchers ME(s i >> ti: 1 <_ i <_ n) (use the same example as above). 

3.  S o m e  C l a s s e s  o f  E q u a t i o n a l  T h e o r i e s  

An  equation p = q with #(X, p) = #(X, q) for every symbol X ~ V w F is called a permutation equation. A 

generalization of this notion is regularity. An  equation p = q is called regular iff V(p) = V(q). 

A n  equat ion is a collapse equation iff  it is of  the form x = t where t is a non-variable term and x is a variable. 

Collapse equations of  the form p(i)(vp., o,,q .. . . .  v n) = v i (for some i with 1 _< i _< n) with pairwise different variables 

v 1 . . . . .  v n are called projection equations. An ~ equation is called subterm collapsing iff  one side of the equation 

is a proper subterm of the other. Of  course in a consistent theory every collapse equation is subterm collapsing. 

A n  equational theory T is called permutative ,2ff every equation in T is a permutation equation, regular iff every 

equation in T is regular, and collapse free iff  it does not contain any collapse equations. In l y e  85] collapse free 

theories are called 'confined'  and in [Ki 85] theories that contain collapse equations are said to be 'potent ' .  Examples 

for permutative and regular theories are associativity A (presented by f ix  f(y z) = f(f(x y) z)) or commutativity C 

(presented by f(x y) = f(y x)). The theory of  idempotence I (presented by f(x x) = x) is an example for a theory that is 

regular but  not permutative and not collapse free. A theory T is almost collapse free iff for the leading function 
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s~,anbol of  every collapse equation in T there is also a projection equation in T. A theory T is called simple iff there is 

no subterm collapsing equation in T. Associativity and commutativity are examples for such theories. 

An equational theory is said to be finite iff every equivalence class of  the corresponding congruence is finite. An 

equational theory is Noetherian iff every strictly descending chain of substitutions is finite (i.e. in Noetherian 

theories the strict instance relations on substitutions are well-founded quasi-orderings). Another class of equational 

theories defined by the congruence =E is the class of  f2-free  theories [Sz 82]. A theory is O-free iff 

f(sl  ..... Sn) =E f(tl ..... tn) implies s i =E t if°r  all 1 _< i _< n and all function symbols f e F. Szab6 called these 

theories O-free since he denoted the signature by f2, A trivial example for an ~ - f r ee  theory is the equational theory 

presented by the empty axiomatization E = O. Nontrivial examples are given below. 

We study some problems in equational theories by transforming them into problems in monoids. This transformation 

yields a whole class of examples for equational theories, which are used in the following. A regular equational theory 

T is monadic iff all terms of some presentation are non-ground and built up with unary function symbols. For every 

monadie theory the set of  non-ground monadic terms T 1 = T(FI,{x}) - terms built up with the variable x and the 

unary function symbols f e F 1 - becomes a monoid with the unit element x and the multiplication s*t = {x <--- t}s. 

This monoid is isomorphic to the word monoid over the alphabet F 1 by the following transformation: 

Every term t = fl(f2(...(fn(x)...)) of T 1 is transformed into the Fl-string t M = flfz...fn and the variable x is 

transformed into the empty word denoted by x M. 

With this transformation an axiomatization E of a monadic theory induces a monoid M E with generating relations 

s M = t M for (s = t) e E , such that the following equivalence holds: s = s t  ¢=> s M =M tM" 

Concerning unification theory the problem how to combine unification algorithms has been recently studied in a series 

of papers [He 86, Ki 85, Ti 86, Ye 85]. None of these approaches handles the class of collapse theories. A reason 

for the difficulty incorporating collapse theories into such algorithms is the fact that in collapse free theories the 

equivalence class of a variable only contains this variable, which is no longer true if we have collapse equations in tthe 

theory. One possiblity to get rid of some collapse equations is described in [Bii 86]. There it is shown that every 

almost collapse free theory can be transformed into a collapse free theory with the same unification behaviour. 

In regular theories variables cannot disappear and all the terms of an equivalence class have the same variables. 

Another interesting property of those theories is that for every matching problem a minimal set of  marchers always 

exists [Sz 82] (i.e. if T is a regular theory then T e M). 

Regularity, collapse freeness, and permutativity of an equational theory" can be characterized by examination of an 

arbitrary presentation: it is sufficient to show that some presentation is regular, collapse free or permutative. 

The definition of permutative theories is due to D.S. Lankford and A.M. Ballantync [LB 77]. They introduced these 

theories in order to extend the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure to commutative theories. In recent papers as 

[Sz 82] or [Ki 85] permutative theories are defined as those theories that we call finite theories. We shall later give an 

example for a finite theory that is not permutative and we point out that the finiteness of the equivalence classes of an 

equational theory is undecidable. In finite theories the matching problems are always decidable and finitary matching 

[Sz 82]. Another important property of finite theories is that the set of most general unifiers always exists, i.e. there do 

not exist finite nullary unifying theories [Sz 82]. The reason for that fact is that finite theories are Noetherian. 

Obviously Noetherianness is sufficient for the existence of minimal sets of unifiers, but not necessary: 

Propos i t ion  3.1: Noetherian theories are in U, however the theory of idempotence I is in U but not Noetherian. 

Note, that there exist theories that are finite (and hence Noetherian) and infinitary unifying (e.g. associativity) and that 

there exist theories that are finite (and hence Noetherian) and finitary unifying (e.g. commutativity). 
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K we investigate unification problems then the class of simple theories plays a prominent role since they admit a simple 

occurs-check: a variable x and a term t are E-ungiable iff x does not occur in t. ICdrclmer [Ki 85] combines unification 

algorithms by extending the method of Martelli and Montanari using multiequations [MM 82]. Given a set of 

multiequations a problem similar to the occurs-check has to be solved: It has to be checked whether there is a cycle in 

the multiequations or not. So Kirchner defines theories to be strict, iff every set of muhiequations with a cycle is not 

E-unifiable [Ki 82]. 

P ropos i t ion  3.2: A theory E is simple iff E is strict. 

Another useful property for the unification of multiequations is strong completeness of a theory E, i.e. every 

E-unifiable unification problem ( x = t )E has a complete set of  E-unifiers, such that {x} is the domain of every 

substitution in it [Ki 85]. For instance the theory E := {g(a b ) =  a} is not strongly complete since 

{x <-- a, y <-- b} is a most general unifier of ( x  = g(x y) )E" 

Propos i t ion  3.3: Every simple theory is strongly complete. 

The proof uses the following wellknown property: For a term t and a variable x with x ~ V(t) the substitution 

{x ~- t} is always a most general E-unifier. 

An example for a non-simple, but strongly complete equational theory is the nullary unifying theory of associativity 

and idempotence [Sc 86b]. Beyond that ff we want to apply certain results of Kirchner we have to show that a theory 

is strict and strongly complete. The last proposition shows that it is sufficient to show that the theory is simple. 

Since finite theories are always simple (Lemma 3.6), the simple theories are also orthogonal to the unification 

hierarchy. In Theorem 3.4 we give an exmnple of a simple nullary unifying theory. 

The most important result about ~ - f ree  theories has been shown by Szabt: ~ - f r ee  theories are regular and unitary 

matching and vice versa [Sz 82]. TbJs result gives an algebraic characterization of a property which is defined in temps 

of unification theory. As it is shown later f2-freeness of an equational theory is undecidable, but on the other hand 

Szab6 gave a sufficient condition for checking g2-freeness. Depending on the socalled groundcharacteristic set )~0(E) 

of a theory E - the union of all tem~_s of the axiomafization and all their generalizations - he gives a criterion to check 

whether a theory is ~ - f r ee  or not: a theory E is t2-free iff all Robinson-unifiable terms p,q c L0(E) have exactly one 

most general E-unifier. Since ~0(E) is a finite set, this criterion yields a decision procedure for the g2-freeness of E, if 

a complete unification algorithm for E is known. But also if such a unification algorithm is not known, one can 

nevertheless use this criterion to decide the f l-freeness of a given theory since sometimes it can be shown that a 

certain unification problem has at most one most general E-unifier. As proven in [Sz 82] f~-free theories are again 

orthogonal to the unification hierarchy-, i.e., there exist t2.-free theories that are unitary unifying, finitary unifiying and 

infinitary unifying) respectively. We now give an example for a simple ~-fl 'ee nullary unifying theory thits solving an 

open problem mentioned in [Sz 82], the existence of an O-free theory of unification type nullary: 

Theorem 3.4: There exists a simple, unitary matching (hence ~2-free) theory of unification type nultary. 

Sketch of Proof. Let E be the monadic theory defined by the following canonical term rewriting system: 

RE := { f t ( g l ( x )  ) --~ g2 ( f l (x ) )  ' f 2 ( g l ( x ) )  --~ g2(f2(x)) ,  f l ( k ( x ) )  --~ f2(k(x)),  g l ( k ( l ( x ) ) )  -e  k(x) ,  

g2(f2(k(l(x)))) --~ f2(k(x))}. It can be shown by induction that this theory is simple and f2-free. The unification 

problem (ft(x)  = f~(x) )E has the complete set of unifiers: { {x e-- gln(k(z))}l n >- 0}, but no most general unifier. 

The f~-free theories are orthogonal to the other theories, i.e., there axe examples of f2-free theories being permutative, 

finite, simple, collapse free, regular, respectively. Another feature of ~ - f r ee  theories, is that every collapse axiom is 
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built up only from unary function symbols [Sz 82]. Two series of examples for f2-ffee theories are given by the next 

lemma: 

L e m m a  3.5: (i) Every equational theory that is presented by a single ground axiom where both sides start with 

different function symbols is f~-free. 

(ii) Let T be a monadic theory without free function symbols. Then the corresponding monoid M is a finitely presented 

group iff T is ~2-free with a presentation consisting only of collapse axioms. 

So far we studied permutative, fmite, simple, regular, collapse free, almost collapse free and ~-free theories. These 

classes are arranged in the following diagram in an inclusion hierarchy. We give examples for each possibility and 

counterexamples that show the inclusions are strict. For example the theory E 9 is simple and O-free but not finite, 

hence it is regular, collapse free and almost collapse free. The inclusion proofs and the details showing that the 

particular theories listed above belong to the classes indicated in the diagram can be found in [BH 86]. 

• A, C 

permutative 

finite .El 

% simple .E 2 

"E 3 

• E 5 

ff¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

.I 

regular 

"E]o 

*Ell 

* E 1 2  

~2-free 

, .  . u  . 

collapse free 

• E 4 

y 

°E 6 
almost collapse free 

A : =  {f(x f(y z)) = f(f(x y) z)} 

C := {f(x y) = f(y x)} 

I := { f i x x ) =  x} 

E 1 := {f(a) = f(b)] 

E 2 := {fig(x)) = f(x)} 

E 3 := {f(x f(y y)) = f(f(x x) y)} 

E4:= { x *  0 = 0 }  

E 5 := {f(a) = f(b), g(x) = x} 

E 6 5= {g(x y) = x} 

E 7 := {f(g(a)) = g(f(a))} 

E 8 := {f(a) = g(b)} 

E 9 := {f(g(h(x))) = g(x)} 

Elo := {f(a a) = a} 

Ell:= {f(g(x)) = x, f(x) = x} 

EI2: = {fig(x)) = x, g(f(x)) = x} 

Noetherian theories are more interesting with respect to the unification hierarchy, Therefore we did not integrate this 

class in the hierarchy above. However, to get some intuition for Noetherian theories we shall pick out some interesting 

relationships between the classes listed above and the Noetherian theories. 
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Lemma 3.6: (i) Every finite theory is Noetherian. 

(ii) There exists a finitary ratifying theory that is not Noetherian. 

(iii) There exists a Noetherian, but not regular theory. 

Sketch of Proof. (ii) The ~eory E 9 = {f(g(h(x))) = g(x)}has a canonical term rewriting system. From [HI 80] it 

fo~Aows that narrowing for this theory termthates, hence finite and minimal unifier sets exist for every term pair. 

(iii) The theory E := {f(g(x)) = a}is not regular but Noetherian. 

Proposition 3.7: The theory E with the canonical term rewriting system 

R E := {gl(fl(k(g3(x)))) --+ f!(h(x), g2(k(x)) --~ k(g3(x)), h(f2(x)) --:, k(f2(x)), h(g3(x)) --~ g2(h(x)) t 
is O-free, simpIe and Noetherian but not finite. 

Termination follows with a lexicographical ordering on terms. The theory is not finite, since we can reduce 

gln+l(ft(k(g3n+l(f2(x))))) to gln(fl(k(gf'(f2(x))))). 

A simpler characterization of Noetheriarmess would be the requirement to have no infinitely descending chains of 

terms, but this does not hold in general. The theory E := {g(h(x)) = x, f(h(x)) = fix)} has no infinitely descending 

chains of terms, but the theory is not Noetherian. However: 

Lemma 3.8: If E is D-free, then E is Noetherian iff every descending chain of terms is finite. 

We conclude this section with two interesting theories being cotmterexamples for certain intuitive assumptions in 

unification theory; the first shows that there is a difference between unification of equation systems and unification of 

single equations as mentionned in Chapter 2 and the second shows that a theory is not necessarily nullary unifying if 

there is a unification problem with an infinite descending chain of unifiers without a lower bound in the set of unifiers. 

Theorem 3.9: There exists a theory E such that btUE(s = t) exists for all terms s and t, however, 

I.tUE(s 1 = t 1, s 2 = t2) does not exist for some terms Sl,tt,s 2 and t 2. 

Sketch of  Proof. We give a regular, simple, f2-free and monadic theory that has the properties stated in the 

theorem. Let E be the theory presented by the canonical term rewTiting system with the following 11 rewrite rules: 

R := { fi(gl(x)) ~ g2(fi(x)), i = t, 2, 3, 4 

fl(kl(X)) --> f2(kl(X)), f3(k2(x)) ---> f4(k2(x)), kl(h(x)) -4 k2(h(x)), gl(k2(b(l(x)))) --+ kzh(x)) , 

fl(k2(h(x))) --4 f2(k2(h(x))), g2(f2(k2(h(l(x))))) --> f2(k2(h(x))), g2(f4(k2(h(l(x)))) ) ---> f4(k2(h(x))) } 
The last three rules stem from the completion of the first eight rules. The equational theory has some symmetries: 

We can interchange i) fl and f2, ii) f3 and f4, iii) fl,f2,kl and f3,f4,k2 without changing the equational theory. 

The problem (fl(x) = f2(x), f3(x) = f4(x) )E has a complete set {{x *-- gln(k2(h(z)))} : n -> 0}, but not a minimal one. 

It is a pure technical task to construct theories E n from the above theory such that minimal sets of unifiers exist for all 

systems of n equations, but not for all systems of equations. 

Proposition 3.1t): There exists a theory E e U such that there exists a unification problem F and an infinite 

decreasing chain c I >E ~2 >E"" of substitutions in UE(F) without a lower bound in UE(F ). 

Sketch of Proof: The theory E presented by the canonical term rewriting system R := {fl(gl(x)) --> g2(fl(x)), 

f2(gl(x)) --~ g2(f2(x)), fl(k(x)) --~ f2(k(x)), gl(k(h(l(x)))) ---> k(h(x)), g2(f2(k(h(l(x)))) --~ f2(k(h(x)))} is regular, 
simple and ff2-free and the unification problem (fl(x) = f2(x) )E has the property stated in the Proposition. 
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4. Decidability Results 

We finally investigate the decidability problems of the studied classes. The class problem of a class of equational 

theories is the problem whether a given equational theory belongs to this class. The undecidability of a class problem 

is guaranteed if it is shown for a subclass of this class. The uniform word problem for a class of equational theories is 

the problem to find an algorithm that decides the word problem for all equational theories. Permutativity, regularity 

and collapse freeness of a theory are easily decidable by examining a presentation of the theory. 

Theorem 4.1 in [NO 85] shows that for finite Church-Rosser Semi-Thue-systems T the question "Does T admit any 

infinite congruence classes?" is undecidable. Hence the class problem for finite theories is undecidable. 

The concept of a Markov property in monoids is a very useful tool for showing that certain properties of equational 

theories are undecidable. We show that some properties - for monadic theories - are Markov properties in the related 

monoid. 

A property P of finitely presented monoids is a Markov property, iff there exists a finitely presented monoid that 

has property P and one that has not property P and every monoid isomorphic to one with property P has property P 

itself. In [Ma 5 I, Mo 52] it is shown that such properties are undecidable. 

Theorem 4.1: Almost collapse freeness, f2-freeness and Noetherianness of a theory are undecidable since these 

properties are Markov properties. 

The simplicity of a theory is not a Markov property, since a simple theory turns into a non simple one by adding the 

axiom {f(x) = x}, but the corresponding monoid does not change. We show that the simplicity of an equational theory 

is undecidable by reducing it to the mtiforrn word problem in simple equational theories. 

Theorem 4.2: (i) The uniform word problem for ground terms in simple theories is undecidable. 

(ii) The class problem for simple theories is undecidable. 

Sketch of Proof. The first step is to show that for finitely generated, substitution invariant, regular equivalence 

relations on free terms it is undecidable whether two ground terms are in this relation. This is done by directly 

simulating a Turing machine, its lines correspond to one or more generating relations. By adding a new function 

symbol h we get a simple theory E with the axioms h(s) = h(t) for every generating relation s ~ t, in which the word 

problem for ground terms is undecidable, The last step is to construct a theory E' := E u {s = a} u {t = f(a)} with 

new symbols f and a and ground terms s,t. The decidability of simplicity of E' would imply the decidability of s =E t. 

Finally it can be shown that for arbitrary theories it is tmdecidable where they reside in the unification hierarchy. By 

the asterisk in ~ *  and ~..* we denote the interserction of ~ and ~ with the class of regular theories. 

Theorem 4.3: It is undecidable whether an equational theory is in UI*, Uco*, U * ,  Uo*, MI*, M~o* , M~*. 

Sketch of Proof. The properties E ~ Ui* and E ~ ~ *  for monadic E are invariant properties of the corresponding 

monoid, since they depend only on the congruence classes of E and not on the presentation. In order to show that the 

above properties of theories are Markov properties it is sufficient to show that in every class there exists a monadic 

theory. For UI* and MI* choose the trivial monoid, for U~* and M,~* choose a finite monoid. For U~* and ~ *  the 

theory used in the proof of proposition 3.10 and for Uo* the theory of proposition 3.9 are examples. 

Corollary 4.4: The class problem for U t, Uo~, U ,  U0, M1, Mo~, M is undecidable. 
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Note that Mo* is empty [Sz 8211 and the property E e M o is not a Markov property. But we succeeded in reducing the 

undecidability of the class problem for M 0 to the undecidability of the class problem for U o. 

Theorem 4.5: The ciass problem for P/}j is undecidable. 

Sketch of Proof. Let E be arc, onadic theory and let E' := [f(x x )=  a, fix a )=  a, f(a x)=  a} such that f and a 

are not in E. Let h be a (unary) function symbol not occurring elsewhere. 

Let E* := E Lo E' vJ {g(a) = a : g occurs in the axioms of E} vo [h(a) = a}. We assume that there is an infinite 

nttmber of free cowstants available. Note that terms s with scE a behave as if the function symbols f and h are free. In 

a tedious woof it can be shown that the theory E* is nullary matching iff E is nullary unifying. Now the result follows 

by the undecidability of the class problem for nullary unifying (monadic) theories. 

Summarizing the results on the word problem in various classes, we conclude: 

i) The uniform word problem in finite equational theories is decidable. 

ii) The uniform word proNem in simple theories is undecidable 

iii) The uniform word problem for ~ - f ree  theories is undecidable. 

The first hoids, since in finite theories each equivalence class can effectively be generated. The second is proved 

above. The third follows from the undecidability of the word problem in groups using Lemma 3.5. It is open whether 

the word proNem in Noetherian theories or finite and ~ - f r ee  theories is decidable. 

5. C o n c l u s i o n s  

One aim of this paper was to anify the defhtitions of the classes of permutative, finite, simple, collapse free, almost 

collapse free, reg~Jlar and f l -free equational theories. We studied the relationships between these theories and gave an 

inclusion hierarchy for them. We compared this hierarchy with the unification hierarchy and solved tile decidability 

problems concerning these theories and the unification and matching hierarchy. Thereby we solved some of the open 

pmblems mentioned in the survey of Siekmam [Si 84]: 

t=14: 

P5: 

P6: 

P13: 

E a M I is undecidable. 

U o¢'~ M I * ¢  ~ .  
The class problem for finite theories was akeady known. 

E ~ U o is undecidable. 

Finally we emphasize that when studying unification in equational theories it is important not only to consider '&e 

axioms involved, but also the underlying term algebra, i.e., the set of function symbols involved. This accuracy 

resulted in the successful search for an example, for which the set of most general unifiers for a single equation always 

exists, but a system of equations has no minimal set of unifiers. As a consequence we changed the definition of the 

unification hierarchy accordingly, 
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